What You Should Know About

One of the World’s Most
Researched Methods of

Enhanced Blood Flow
Flow,

Oxygen and Nutrient Delivery
Without adequate oxygen and nutrients and the efficient
removal of waste products, your cells cannot metabolize
correctly, less energy is manufactured in the cells and the
intracellular space becomes acidic.
BY CODY GROTH

BEMER, an established
approach to Wellness

Enhanced blood flow is known as the main road of
health. It is where the cells are nurtured and disposed of.
If one person’s smallest blood vessels were to be strung
together, it would equate to 74,000 miles, which would
wrap around the earth two and a half times.
Every single living cell in your body needs a consistent supply of oxygen. As our cells receive more
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FDA Registered
Medical Device

5 International
Patents

Featured in
over 50 medical
publications
(Pubmed)

Used in more than
4,000 Medical
Clinics, Hospitals &
Universities
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oxygen and nutrients, our body is able to accelerate
metabolic waste removal.
Dr. Rainer Klopp, world-renowned physician and
head of the Institute for Microcirculation in Berlin, has
researched this science for many years and has seen no
other technology work as effectively as the BEMER.

No other technology compares
to the residual results of BEMER
as shown in this study:

How it works
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BEMER has a specific patented signal that activates the
body’s amazing powers. BEMER uses their patented
signal to deliver the benefits that no other PEMF machine can accomplish.
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How BEMER Supplements Yoga
In just one eight-minute session, BEMER effectively optimizes general bloodflow as seen here:
Limited circulation

Significantly improved circulation

“BEMER is one of the
most effective and
widely researched
physical therapy
methods available today.”
—Dr. Rainer Klopp,

Institute for Microcirculation, Berlin, Germany

“I have been using BEMER for quite some
time and am convinced that the treatment
has greatly relieved the injuries I
sustained during the last few years. I
have been pleasantly surprised many
times to find that I can regenerate
far more quickly with BEMER
after tough training sessions,
making it possible for me to
train more intensively.”
—Tina Weirather
Olympic Alpine Skier
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Practicing yoga helps with general blood flow, but what
if there was a way to accelerate enhanced nutrient and
oxygen supply and cellular waste disposal even further?
We all practice yoga for our own reasons. One reason
is to self-heal. Part of this process is the alignment of
our bodies chakras and meridians. Practicing yoga
regularly is beneficial to increasing general blood flow,
but may be difficult and take longer for some, depending
on our bodies biochemistry and underlying issues. By
using the BEMER, one can accelerate general blood
flow even further, resulting in enhanced oxygen supply
and cellular waste removal throughout the body. This
may correlate with more rapid chakra alignment.
Yoga studios and wellness centers in Europe have
been using BEMER for several years to supplement
their yoga practice. The benefits of increased blood
flow within the human body are renowned, and the
positive results of BEMER have been published in over
fifty medical publications.
Based on the proven science of beneficial general
blood flow along with the research concluding BEMER’s positive effects on the human body, every
yoga studio, wellness center, as well as anyone who
practices yoga could greatly benefit by using BEMER
as part of their practice.

…every yoga studio, wellness
center, as well as anyone who
practices yoga could greatly
benefit by using BEMER as
part of their practice.
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Pets & Plants
LOVE BEMER too!

Without BEMER

Our Bodies Are Designed
to Heal Themselves

With BEMER

—Our Daily Meds

Over a Million Users Worldwide

“The BEMER has a unique ability to
enhance delivery of nutrients and
oxygen while removing waste material
from the blood. This makes BEMER a
must have product for those who want
the very best for their animals.”
—Linda Tellington Jones
PhD (hon), Author & Creator of the Tellington Method

Proven Scientific
Benefits of Using BEMER

Enhanced General Bloodflow & Cellular
Waste Removal • Enhanced Cardiac
Functions • Better Concentration and
Relaxation • More Strength, Energy and
Physical Fitness • Sleep Management
• Stress Reduction

It can be said without exaggeration that BEMER represents a revolutionary breakthrough in alternative
health. It’s one of the most researched physical therapy
systems available in the world.
With over a million users in over 40 countries,
including Olympic competitors, world-class athletes, and professional sports teams, this is proof of
BEMER’s deserved position at the top of its market
segment with over 18 years of experience in the
development and distribution of this cutting-edge
technology.
They invite you to search them on the US-National
Library of Medicine’s Medline and Premedline database with more than 24 million citations, literature,
life science journals and online books.
Yoga Digest is proud to be the first to introduce
BEMER to the yoga community around the world.

“The doctor of the future will
give NO medicine, but will
interest his patients in the
care of the human frame,
in diet and in the cause and
prevention of disease.”
—Thomas Edison

You owe it yourself, your family and your clients to
research the BEMER. For more information

Donna Harris - 503-421-1093
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